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15:25:43         From  Linda White : It's opening day and the Giants are going to beat the Dodgers tonight.  :-) 
15:26:11         From  barb : no way..
15:28:08         From  Chris Petro Chabot FCU : I appreciate the check in opportunity
15:28:31         From  Chris Petro Chabot FCU : 10-60 minutes is perfectly fine
15:28:32         From  Jenna Lampson : I agree with Brett.  The updates are great and the ability to have access to this 
group on a weekly basis is invaluable.
15:28:37         From  Robert Einstein : Agree with Brett
15:28:40         From  Wesley Walton : I agree with Brett.
15:28:44         From  Eric Bruen : Agree with brett
15:28:45         From  Bill Cheney : I agree
15:28:57         From  dgunderson : I fully agree with Brett! Dave G.
15:28:59         From  Lisa Paul-Hill : I agree with Brett
15:29:06         From  Larmenta : I agree with Brett
15:29:15         From  Todd S : Agree, I make it a priority to attend, good updates
15:29:20         From  SCCU : I agree 
15:29:26         From  Todd Harris : About half of our payment deferrals have exited their 90 day period and so far 
approximately 70% have resumed payments.  This has exceeded our expectations, what are others experiencing so far?
15:29:31         From  Barry Roach : I disagree with Brett
15:29:38         From  Barry Roach : Just kidding, I agree with Brett
15:29:48         From  Pat Neighbors : Yes, please keep these going --- having the chance to hear from you/others/peers 
at this time is very helpful!
15:29:58         From  jmahany : I agree with Brett.  I find the meetings valuable.
15:30:00         From  Beth Carr : Love this weekly call. Thank you.
15:30:04         From  Gary Skraba : I agree with Brett.
15:30:04         From  Tom Graves : Any of us can self-select out of the meetings when the content doesnâ€™t engage 
us. I find them invaluable.
15:30:05         From  Joan Opp : Appreciate the check in on timing, weekly works as missing me here or there doesnâ
€™t mean missing for a month.  The updates helpful and agree with Brett that it isnâ€™t about filling the hour!
15:30:20         From  Joan Opp : oops- missing â€œoneâ€ here and there, not me!  LOL
15:30:53         From  Jenna Lampson : Iâ€™m waiting for the data to be validated but we are also seeing a large % in 
repayment.  When the unemployment boost of $600 runs out we expect itâ€™ll run the other way.  Jenna, Pacific 
Service CU
15:31:14         From  fholman : Very much miss seeing and speaking to peers at Chapter meetings.  We also have some 
CEO changes.  Getting to know new contacts through this meeting is helpful in keeping our network alive and healthy.

15:32:02         From  Joan Opp : Todd, so far, weâ€™re over 90% paying after deferment period.  We have about 60 
loans set to 8/1 - so weâ€™ll see what the next few weeks show
15:35:45         From  pmeza : Challenge for us is the increase in COVID cases, and preparing for the possibility of 
having multiple employees out. For a credit union with a smaller staff, 1-2 employees out will have a huge impact on 
operation.
15:36:46         From  Linda White : I hear you Pete.
15:39:16         From  Eric Bruen : For the group, if you have an employee who is requested to quarantine for 14 days 
for potential exposure, do you put them out with or without pay? Do you mandate the use of PPO or vacation time?
15:39:44         From  Heri Garcia : @Eric
15:39:59         From  Heri Garcia : With pay and we don't have them use PTO
15:40:09         From  Chris Petro Chabot FCU : Challenge for us:  ROA.  Net Income $455 last month!  $46M 
investment portfolio with $58M in shares.  Expenses only increasing while yields declining.  Only 8 of us and need 
every single body. 
15:40:51         From  jmahany : Hi Eric without pay and they have the option to use PTO 
15:40:52         From  Randy Icelow : My challenge is rapid deposit growth and the effect on  the net worth ratio. 
15:40:55         From  Heri Garcia : We list it as COVID 19 hours.  We've only had one employee out while waiting for 
test results.
15:41:00         From  Linda White : @Eric B. We too pay them regular pay and no PTO used
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15:41:37         From  John Pamer : Part of the problem in my County (Contra Costa) is it is taking several days to get a 
test scheduled and then up to 14 days to get test results.  So if an employee starts to show symptoms they may not have 
a result for up to 2 weeks.  Same if a family member of an employee is experiencing symptoms and waiting on a test, 
the stress it puts on employees is noticeable. 
15:41:52         From  fholman : I agree - that was just the conversation we had yesterday.  We are much smaller and 
we've grown 8 million in the last few months.  We are operating with about 70% staff and now with the school issues, 
we have three members of the management team who will have to determine how to home school and work and 
several of the bargaining unit who have no ability to work from home (tellers, etc.)  We have no idea how we foot the 
bill to keep staff on payroll and operate, too.
15:41:57         From  Jenna Lampson : Depends:  If they can work from home on a laptop, we let them work from 
home.  If they donâ€™t work, they use EPSL time under FFCRA.  Otherwise use sick time, unless WE mandate they 
stay home for 14 days, in which case we pay them.
15:43:13         From  Linda White : We have created a spreadsheet to track employees who will be WFH regarding 
school. We don't have as many employees as others, but next is to survey everyone's needs so we know we have 
ample coverage. I thought the 2/3 pay was a credit to us under FFCRA
15:43:52         From  Eric Bruen : It looks the employee limit for the 2/3 is 50
15:45:46         From  Jenna Lampson : Keith, we did the same.  Branch employees support the call center when/if they 
have to be quarantined. Jenna, PSCU
15:47:15         From  Joan Opp : Curious how everyone is determining self quarantine.  We have only had 1 employee 
test positive - they were at corporate.  We were told, close the area and clean but only those within 6 feet of contact 
more than 15 minutes without makes were considered â€œclose contactâ€ to quarantine and that list is VERY low.
15:47:32         From  Joan Opp : *masks
15:47:45         From  Jenna Lampson : Joan, thatâ€™s how weâ€™re handling it too. Jenna, PSCU
15:48:34         From  barry nelson : Joan, we have had 8.  your guidelines are exactly what is listed by CDC.  Also I 
have talked to local infectious disease specialist who supports the 6' and 15 minute guideline
15:48:37         From  Keith Sultemeier : No exposures yet in admin space, but in branches, we clean everything.  Plan 
for admin is the entire floor and common areas...
15:48:47         From  charles r. wiggington sr. : We talk to our staff about taking personal resonsibility. Our staff also 
understands the risk places to avoid as much as possible.
15:49:56         From  Linda White : Joan, we have someone out now with it and we had to get the office sanitized etc.  
We followed the guidelines and know that no one had the close and prolonged contact.  We're waiting for the county to 
call us....
15:50:46         From  Linda White : We've saved a lot of money with no travel expenses. So okay for now
15:52:17         From  Jenna Lampson : Call center volume up 30%, lobby traffic down 50%+
15:52:33         From  fholman : Yes, slicing costs was a 2nd action on our response list.  We are renegotiating leases, 
not replacing staff lost through attrition where we don't need it, reducing frequency of services in the building because 
there are less people here and less members visiting.  We've lost so much fee income that we are looking at product 
profitability to eliminate services.  We are seeing much less in branch activity and much more call center calls.  Our 
lobby is quiet.  Travel and conference was sliced due to most schools and conferences being cancelled.
15:52:43         From  Scott Umemoto : Shared branch traffic back to pre-COVID numbers
15:53:15         From  Bill Cheney : Weâ€™re experiencing very similar trends as Patelco/Erin.
15:53:16         From  Todd Harris : Were the same as you Erin, back up but not quite as high
15:53:26         From  Todd S : Same experience as Erin - transactions initially down 50%, now back up 20% and level 
for last two months
15:53:33         From  Carrie Birkhofer : We are the same as Erin. High branch volume
15:53:33         From  fholman : For us, it is just our older members that seem to want people but they are so scared to 
come in that they are using the phone and staying on the phone much longer - I think for the socialization.
15:53:41         From  eorellana : Our volume is down
15:54:38         From  fholman : We did that for $5 Brett!  We give them $5 to try out their mobile banking and another 
5 if they sign up for estatements.
15:55:05         From  jjanclaes : Do folks know what the % unemployment rate is at your CU?  We are sitting at 25% 
and forecast by Q3-2021 we will be at 12%
15:55:59         From  Joan Opp : John - ouch!!!  Ours is very low - less than 8% Iâ€™m sure as our employers havenâ
€™t laid off yet.  Stanford will do some layoff next week - weâ€™re waiting to see.
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15:57:45         From  Gary Perez : Like Keith, we outfitted 100% of our staff - including branch staff - with laptops 
and VPN access in February.  Three branches have been closed and the teams reallocated to our digital branch and call 
center.  of late, to Roger's point, we've allocated 10 of them to serve as mortgage loan production assistants to help 
with the capacity void.  So far so good.
15:58:23         From  fholman : We have a great deal of medical employees in our credit union FOM.  They are all 
doing well.  We've had absolutely no slow in ACH deposits.  Where we are seeing the pressure is in ITIN borrowers in 
hospitality, construction and other fields where they are not working and do NOT quality for UI benefits.  They also 
did not qualify for the stimulus checks if ANYONE in their homes used an ITIN instead of a SS Number.
15:58:33         From  Carrie Birkhofer : Diana, the chat can be saved at the end of the meeting and sent out which may 
be helpful to everyone.
15:59:24         From  fholman : I've had two family members spend time in ICU with COVID
16:00:05         From  Fawn Imboden : Hope they get better
16:01:01         From  jjanclaes : Not yet â€¦ 
16:01:25         From  Leslie : My credit union has 8 employees and we offered the FCRA and EPSL...it hasn't been 
easy but we thought it was the right thing to do.
16:02:03         From  Jenna Lampson : Weâ€™re paying 100% for up to the 80 hours of EPSL.  If they go out on 
EFMLA, then we will stick to the max pay under the regulation.  The employee can subsidize and get full pay by 
using vacation or sick time.
16:02:53         From  fholman : Thank you, Diana!  As I always do, I appreciate you.
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